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About This Game

Jets'n'Guns is a heavy piece of ground shaking rock blasting action with graphics and special effects that will blow you eyes out!
Enjoy yourself in almost-insane action adventure of saving the universe from the deadly threat of more than 270 unique
monsters in the campaign of 43 levels. Stand as one-against-many armed with tons of different weapons of a devastating

armament fitted into one of the awesome spaceships.

Game features:

 43 levels full of thrilling action, shooting and demolition

 more than 270 unique enemies including 16 boss monsters

 70 different weapons

 upgrade your ship with 20 special devices

 superior graphic and particle effects enhancing the destruction

 more than one hour of breathtaking original soundtrack

 new scenario in every level (deep space, jungle, undersea, lava planet...)
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 fly in 12 different vessels, even in a horrible boss ship

 combination of weapons give hundreds of possibilities how to equip your ship

 sounds and sound-effects just like from a Hollywood movie
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Publisher:
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Epic game. Nostalgia!. This is one of the best and most underrated shoot'em-ups on Steam.
Soundtrack is REALLY good. Intro song alone makes it worth it.
It's not easy (unless you pick Easy difficulty), but not really hard either. After you complete the game on Normal\/Hard, true fun
begins, you have a chance to try majority of weapons. Enemies are mostly the same, but existing ones get stronger. Get ready
for a challenge.. You haven't played Jets'N'Guns? Seriously?

Aww, just buy it already.

It's fun, smashy action with destroyable almost-everything. You really can't go wrong with this if you like fast-paced action
games.
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